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Introduction

The FairShares Model is a brand and concept advanced by the FairShares Association to assist the creation of FairShares Enterprises. At the heart of the brand is the definition of social enterprise established by Social Enterprise Europe Ltd in 2012 based on:

- Specifying social purpose(s) and evaluating the social, environmental and economic impact(s) of trading;
- Conducting ethical reviews of product/service offers and production/consumption processes;
- Promoting socialised and democratic ownership, governance and management by primary stakeholders.

Central to the brand is the FairShares approach to power and wealth sharing through organisation design and intellectual property management.

Brand Principles

The brand can be used by FairShares associations, co-operatives, companies, consultancies and educators to communicate their commitment to:

- wealth and power sharing with primary stakeholders;
- ethical review of the choice of goods/services offered;
- ethical review of production and retailing processes;
- specification of social purpose(s) and auditing of social impact(s);
- a social democratic model for the ownership, governance and management of capital.

Levels of Conformance

We have designed a FairShares Information System. Within this, we propose three levels of conformance with the FairShares Brand Principles:

- **Level 1** - an enterprise actively disseminates the FairShares Model, but there is little evidence that the Brand Principles are applied to itself.
- **Level 2** - an enterprise actively supports use of the FairShares Model and implements the Brand Principles using proprietary / alternative design principles.
- **Level 3** - an enterprise actively supports use of the FairShares Model and puts them into practice by adopting (and adapting) one of our model constitutions.

In the FairShares Model, primary stakeholders are regarded as:

- Producers and employees (i.e. those who do the work of the organisation)
- Consumer and service users (i.e. those who depend on its products and services).

On Ownership, Governance and Management

A Level 2 / 3 compliant FairShares association, company, co-operative society, consultancy or educator will:

- recognise founder members and enfranchise them through Founder Shares (or equivalent share/member type);
- recognise providers of labour and enfranchise them through Labour Shares (or equivalent share/member type);
- recognise users/customers and enfranchise them through User Shares (or equivalent share/member type);
• recognise creators and providers of financial capital and enfranchise them through Investor Shares (or equivalent).

On Intellectual Property (IP), a Level 3 compliant FairShares Enterprise will:
• give individual and group recognition to members who create IP;
• agree Creative Commons licences for the use of members’ IP;
• prevent the transfer of IP ownership from members of the enterprise except where this is the express wish of the IP creator(s);
• manage members’ IP as an Intellectual Commons on behalf of all members.

Brand Variants

All Level 2 / 3 compliant FairShares Enterprises issue Founder Shares / Membership and manage an Intellectual Commons on behalf of members:
• A Level 2 / 3 FairShares solidarity enterprise also issues Labour, User and Investor Shares (company law);
• A Level 2 / 3 FairShares solidarity co-operative also issues Labour, User and Investor Shares (co-operative law);
• A Level 2 / 3 FairShares solidarity association also admits User and Labour Members (association / charity law);
• A Level 2 / 3 FairShares employee-owned enterprise also issues Labour and Investor Shares (company law);
• A Level 2 / 3 FairShares worker co-operative also issues Labour and Investor Shares (co-operative law);
• A Level 2 / 3 FairShares labour association also admits Labour Members (association / charity law);
• A Level 2 / 3 FairShares user-owned enterprise also issues User and Investor Shares (company law);
• A Level 2 / 3 FairShares user co-operative also issues User and Investor Shares (co-operative law);
• A Level 2 / 3 FairShares user association also admits User Members (association / charity law);

If neither Labour nor User membership/shares are issues on an open membership basis, the enterprise does not conform to Level 2 or 3 of the FairShares Brand but may still qualify as Level 1 compliant. Founder members and investors are regarded as secondary stakeholders if they are not directly engaged in the production of, or usage of, the goods and services that the enterprise creates.

Creative Commons Licencing

The FairShares Model is licensed to the FairShares Association by Rory Ridley-Duff and Cliff Southcombe using a Creative Commons licence:

© Rory Ridley-Duff, Cliff Southcombe and FairShares Association Ltd, 2015
Creative Commons 4.0: Attribution, Share Alike.

All variants and adaptations of the FairShares model must acknowledge the copyright holders in the above format, and new adaptations must carry the same Creative Commons licence.
Brand Identity

Logos for printed and electronic use are available to supporters and members in PNG, JPG and SVG formats to identify support for each element of the FairShares Model.

The brand identity was updated in April 2015 following a competition to design a new logo.

Brand Values and Social Auditing

To advance the brand, a FairShares Enterprise should be able to offer persuasive answers to the following questions:

- What is the purpose of your enterprise?
- How are the social, environmental and economic impacts of your trading assessed?
- What values and principles guide the choice of goods and services that you offer?
- What values and principles guide the production and (re)sale of those goods and services?
- Who are the enterprise’s primary stakeholders?
- How do the ownership, governance and management systems ensure an equitable distribution of wealth and power amongst primary stakeholders?
The Concept of FairShares

Imagine a network of associations, co-operatives and companies where the knowledge creation model of Wikipedia is combined with the governance model of the John Lewis Partnership and the values and principles of the Co-operative Group? This is a proxy for the FairShares Model. It is an approach that contributes to a society in which every adult can become a member-owner of the organisation(s) for which they work, from which they regularly buy goods, and from which they receive social services. In short, it envisages a society in which every adult becomes a co-owner of the organisations on which they, their family and their community depend.

This document describes the FairShares Model for self-governing associations, co-operatives, companies that operate in England and Wales. We are now working with partner organisations in other countries (e.g. France, Germany, Croatia, Nigeria and Indonesia) to establish how this model can operate in countries that allow the registration of joint-stock companies and/or co-operatives with different classes of share, and which have Association law that allows different types of member.

The FairShares Model is more than an approach to creating associations, co-operatives and companies, it is also a methodology for social enterprise development that draws inspiration from co-operative values and principles. It comprises:

- A set of brand principles;
- Seven diagnostic tools for social auditing, learning and research;
- Model rules for associations, co-operatives and companies;
- A wiki with supporting documentation / information;
- A website to explain why, what and how the FairShares Model can be used by practitioners, educators, consultants and researchers;
- Course curricula to help the above groups to learn about the concepts, principles and practices of FairShares.
Three Step Implementation of the FairShares Model

The first step toward FairShares is based on adoption of the definition of social enterprise created in January 2012 by Social Enterprise Europe Ltd. Level 1 of the FairShares Model is created by embedding brand values in coaching and social auditing activities.

These coaching and social audit activities can be taken to a new level by using them to think about enterprise design. At Level 2, the brand principles inform the design of an architecture for ongoing development of ownership, governance and management systems that empower primary stakeholders.

To ensure the systems endure, Level 1 brand values and Level 2 design principles can then be embedded in the constitution of the organisation. At Level 3, Levels 1 and 2 are embeded into the
organisation’s DNA through the (re)incorporation of an enterprise using the appropriate model Articles of Association for an Association, Co-operative or Company. These ensure that multi-stakeholder principles are embedded in the ownership, governance and management of an enterprise.

**Who is this document for?**

The concept of a FairShares Enterprise will appeal to any person or organisation wishing to create (or support the creation of) self-governing associations, co-operatives and social enterprises. This document will interest: co-operative members; co-operative development agencies; employee-ownership support organisations; social entrepreneurs; co-operative and social enterprise development workers; community development workers; policy makers on economic regeneration; political parties; government bodies; mutual societies; and charities and private businesses that want to create social enterprises. It may also interest social investors / public authorities looking for models that support equity investment in the social economy.

Central to the concept of a FairShares Enterprise is power, information and wealth sharing. This makes it an excellent model for joint venture creation involving social, public and private bodies that want to create and deliver goods and services. It has a heritage linked to the development of co-operative and employee-owned businesses, particularly ventures where power is shared amongst primary stakeholders.

This model will not be of interest to entrepreneurs seeking to accumulate and then privatise wealth (unless their medium/long-term goal is sharing that wealth with their workforce and wider community). It will not be attractive to financial investors / funders who require control rights and/or the privatisation of IP before making an investment.

**What are the key assumptions behind a FairShares Enterprise?**

Most organisation structures are not designed with the goal of power and wealth sharing in mind: structures are fixed at incorporation and changed only if a situation demands it. Typically, one set of interests (i.e. founding entrepreneur(s), charitable/social objects,
financial investors, consumers, workers) are given priority. A FairShares Enterprise anticipates change by embedding design principles that give a voice to the interests of different stakeholders as they become important for sustainability. By facilitating co-operative governance, the enterprise can maximise the sharing of power, information and wealth.

An enterprise usually starts when one or more founder members - by design or by accident - come up with an idea for a product or service. Founders act as entrepreneurs to establish if the idea is viable. If they consider it is, they will start to trade goods/services and build systems needed to support business operations. Growing enterprises depend in part on customers and institutional investors who provide the working capital and feedback for organisation development. Enterprises – both for-profit and non-profit – encounter social pressures to incorporate as they grow. The most popular forms of incorporation are the Company Limited by Shares (CLS) and Company Limited by Guarantee (CLG).

**Private Sector (For-Profit) Norms – The Company Limited by Shares**

In the private sector, founding entrepreneurs normally acquire all share capital in a CLS, become the directors of the enterprise, and start to recruit employees to operationalize their idea. In an unadapted CLS, employees are subordinated in law to the interests of shareholders and directors. They are not (usually) invited to become legal members of the organisation (i.e. company members) or contribute to decision-making outside their specialist area of expertise.

The intellectual property created by employees is acquired by their employer and is controlled by a company board of directors and executive managers. Where a single person is (or small group of people are) the majority shareholder, s/he gains control of the intellectual property created by employees and the wealth it generates. In this way, the design of private companies widens the wealth gap between those who own/govern the enterprise and those who sell their labour to it. This leads to widespread poverty even in the wealthiest and most advanced western economies.

**Voluntary Sector (Non-Profit) Norms – The Company Limited by Guarantee**

A typical response to the social problems created by economies based on privatised wealth and power is to create a charity or ‘non-profit’ company using a Company Limited by Guarantee (CLG). This form of incorporation involves the specification of charitable or social objects that define the purpose(s) of the enterprise. Founders reframe themselves as trustee-directors responsible for ensuring that resources acquired are used to pursue those purposes.

CLGs do not issue share capital so trustee-directors give up personal rights to the wealth created by the enterprise. Their role (in law) is one of ensuring that any funds raised are used to further the charitable (or social) objectives defined in their Articles of Association. As in a CLS, they can employ staff to pursue their social goals. Employees are not (usually) members of a CLG, are legally subordinate to the trustee-directors, and still give up the intellectual property they create: it is acquired by the non-profit organisation which is then entitled to derive wealth from it and use it to pursue charitable or social objects.

**Social Economy Norms – The Co-operative Society / Mutual Company**

Is it necessary to choose between these two models? In the last 20 years, three bodies of knowledge and practice suggest it is not. Firstly, there has been a big increase in socially responsible use of corporate assets (CSR). Secondly, there has been a renaissance in the co-operative movement, a reminder that democratically controlled enterprises that do
not reproduce the above dichotomy are sustainable, scalable and relevant. Importantly, the internet has reduced the costs associated with democratic governance, making co-operative and mutual enterprises much more viable. Lastly, there has been a growing number of enterprises identifying themselves as ‘social’, deploying business models and institutional arrangements that improve human well-being through their trading strategies and ownership structures. *Fairtrade* is a large scale international example of this.

The FairShares Model draws on social economy traditions: it is based on the assumption that the exclusion of primary stakeholders (employees, producers, customers, service users) from company membership and share ownership is one of the principle causes of inequality and poverty in society. **Creating non-shareholding companies enables the wealthier sections of society to address some of the symptoms of poverty and social exclusion, but it cannot address the root causes because it changes neither the ownership structure nor the governance models that create and sustain it.** Where non-shareholding companies are created by poorer sections of society, they struggle to lift people out of poverty because they have limited access to capital, and usually link wages to levels already depressed by practices in the private sector.

Traditional models (both the ‘private company’ and the ‘non-profit’) continue to institutionalise a division between producers and consumers on the one hand, and entrepreneurs and investors on the other. This division is a product of employees and customers (users) being unable to secure representation for their interests when the wealth created by their interactions is allocated to new projects. As wealth in a market economy is created by the interactions of producers and customers, their exclusion from governance and ownership makes no social, political or economic sense.

**A FairShares Enterprise addresses this issue by building in mechanisms from the outset to distribute intellectual, financial and social capital to the stakeholders who are needed to sustain it.** Spreading power and wealth as it accumulates inhibits the emergence of unaccountable elites. It contributes to a society in which wealth and power is fairly shared.

The FairShares Model achieves power and wealth sharing through the application of **Co-operative Values and Principles** within a social enterprise:

1) **Governance processes recognise both individuals and interest groups, following (and extending) the 1st, 2nd and 3rd ICA co-operative principles of open membership, democratic member control and member economic participation.**

   Founders become members and have their participation rights in governance protected. Membership is then extended through *Labour, User and Investor Shares* (or Membership) to any natural or legal person who: a) continuously provides labour; b) continuously trades with the Company; and c) is willing to invest patient capital. As share capital / membership is offered for entrepreneurial, intellectual, labour, trading and financial contributions, financial investment ceases to be the sole basis for offering membership. Personal rights replace property rights as the rationale for membership, and group rights are balanced with individual rights to change power relations in governing bodies.

2) **Knowledge production and sharing processes create an intellectual commons with IP belonging to its creator(s) and licensed to the Association,**
Co-operative or Company by its members. This implements ICA principles 4 - 7: autonomy and independence; member and public education; co-operation amongst co-operators/co-operatives; concern for community.

The Creative Commons Licence that enables knowledge sharing on Wikipedia also underpins the FairShares approach to IP. Members’ IP is licensed by its creators to the FairShares Enterprise using a Creative Commons licence. This ensures IP can be used by the enterprise and its members, but does not involve a transfer of ownership from the creator(s) to the enterprise. This has the effect of creating an *intellectual commons* while preventing the alienation of producers from the IP they create. If a member leaves, the IP can be used by both the creator(s) and the enterprise to which it was licensed.

### Articles of Association define Founder, Labour, User and Investor Shares / Members

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Share Types</th>
<th>When are they issued?</th>
<th>When do they change value?</th>
<th>When are they cancelled?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Founder Shares / Members</strong>&lt;br&gt;Created at the inception of the enterprise</td>
<td>At incorporation only</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>When a founder asks for them to be cancelled, or when they are forfeited on death, bankruptcy, insolvency or winding up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Labour Shares / Members</strong>&lt;br&gt;Created when production work begins.</td>
<td>Issued when a provider of labour makes a <em>qualifying contribution</em>.</td>
<td>Never – but holding them determines the issue of investor shares and payment of dividends.</td>
<td>When the member no longer makes qualifying contributions (e.g. on the termination of an agreement provide labour, upon death, bankruptcy, insolvency or winding up).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>User Shares / Members</strong>&lt;br&gt;Created when trading activities begin.</td>
<td>Issued when a user or consumer makes a <em>qualifying contribution</em>.</td>
<td>Never – but holding them determines the issue of investor shares and payment of dividends.</td>
<td>When the member no longer makes a qualifying contribution (e.g. on the termination of an agreement to trade goods/services, on death, bankruptcy, insolvency or winding up).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Investor Shares / Accounts</strong>&lt;br&gt;Created when surpluses are allocated or financial capital is contributed.</td>
<td>When Labour/User shareholders invest capital and/or when capital gains are allocated to them.</td>
<td>At the end of each year when the enterprise is valued (and sets a new ‘fair price’, if a company).</td>
<td>Settled on retirement or death, unless they have been transferred (or earmarked for transfer) to a mutual for employee, community or public benefit.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Open membership is achieved by ensuring that qualifying contributions are fair and reasonable, and can be achieved by workforce members and users through their day-to-day trading / interaction with the enterprise.

- **Founders Shares / Memberships** are linked to a stewardship role, to ensure the socio-economic goals of the founders influence decision-making;
- **Labour Shares / Membership** are linked to a continuous working role in (or for) the organisation, creating and trading the products and services on which the organisation depends. Labour shareholders derive income from their Labour Shares;
- **User Shares / Membership** are linked to a customer / service user role, continually using or buying the products and services offered by the organisation. User shareholders derive income from their User Shares.
- **Investor Shares / Accounts** represent the financial interest that investors, the workforce and customers develop as the enterprise increases its capacity to generate wealth. Investor shares represent members’ interest in the wealth they have created, but which has not been distributed to them. Dividends or Interest are paid on Investor Shares, but not on Investor Accounts. Investor Accounts hold money that members can allocate to projects of their choice.

By default, all voting is on a one-person, one-vote basis irrespective of the number of shares held, or the number of shareholder / membership groups to which a person belongs. However,
when a special resolution is required, a person’s vote will count in each shareholder / membership group they belong to because a special resolution requires majority support from each group to pass.

*These ownership and governance arrangements promote the socialisation, rather than the privatisation, of power and wealth.*

**To create an intellectual commons, members allow commercialisation of their IP:**

- when a person creates IP, they may choose to license it to a FairShares Enterprise (whether he/she is a member or not); but
- if the IP was produced by a member as part of a labour or supply contract paid for by the Enterprise, then the IP creator must license it to the Enterprise (this can be enshrined in employment or service contracts); the Enterprise has an exclusive right to commercialize the IP for the duration of the IP creators’ period of membership.
- after an IP creator leaves an Enterprise, the Enterprise retains a non-exclusive right to commercialize all of the IP which the creator previously licensed to the Enterprise.
- after an IP creator leaves an Enterprise, the creator retains a non-exclusive right to all of the IP they have previously created, including IP which was produced as part of a labour or supply contract and paid for by the Enterprise.

*These IP arrangements promote the socialisation, rather than the privatisation, of intellectual property. Just as a financial investor gets back both their original capital plus a dividend, so an intellectual (labour) investor gets back both their original capital plus any dividend to which they are entitled.*

**Some Limitations**

Under these rules, it may be harder (in the short term) to secure grants from charitable or public sources, or from investors who do not wish to support democratic (one-person, one vote) co-operative governance. They are suitable for employee and/or community ownership where social entrepreneurs want to spread wealth and power and harness the power of a membership model in raising financial, intellectual and social capital.

As Investor Shares can be traded with mutual institutions defined in the Articles of Association, investors can design an exit route from the outset.
How does a FairShares Enterprise Evolve?

The development model below is based on PhD research in 2004/5 to reflect what actually happens in successful companies that transfer from private to mutual ownership. The framework helps to understand how an enterprise can evolve from a (single person) start-up venture to a fully developed FairShares Co-operative, Company or Association. It combines mutual ownership and co-operative governance to achieve long term sustainability.

Importantly, the direction of travel is more important than the starting point. It helps to remember that it is not necessary to create all institutions at the outset (indeed, it might be overwhelming to do so and/or compromise the survival of the enterprise). So long as the pathway is understood, and the institutions needed are known in advance, they can gradually be created when there is time and resources to do so. The documentation provides a guide to the way sustainable mutual enterprises have developed.

This model assumes that entrepreneurs will be more attracted to the FairShares Model if both social and financial rewards are available, and that they will be able to realise a ‘fair share’ of the value their entrepreneurial efforts create. In doing so, a social rather than private enterprise pathway is outlined, in which value is carefully shared rather than privately accumulated, culminating in the mutualisation of private shareholdings. An exit route characterised by a gradual conversion to mutual ownership replaces the conventional exit route of a public floatation or private sale.

After the efforts of the founders to establish a profitable enterprise bear fruit, the model outlines the establishment (and use) of mutual organisations to buy Investors Shares from founders, producers and customers (users). This provides them with equitable returns for past efforts without privatising the wealth they have created.

Development takes place in three phases:

- Phase 1 – Informal Democracy
- Phase 2 – Embryonic Democratic Model
- Phase 3 – Social Democracy / Co-operative Governance

The example provided is based on Company Law. However, many of the principles apply to Co-operative Law as well. In the Co-operative Law version of the FairShares Model, Investor Shares have a par value. The Articles of Association for a FairShares Co-operative include provision for a Redemption Fund that enables users to redeem their Investor Shares in a way that does not put the enterprise at risk. In an Association, Investor Accounts hold any money allocated to a member. It is held in trust until they reinvest it in projects of their choosing. It cannot be withdrawn.
Phase 1 – Informal Democracy

During this phase, social entrepreneur(s) (or a group of founding members) establish an enterprise using their own financial resources and/or easily accessible grant/loan finance.

a) Established by: founder members/social entrepreneur(s)

b) Share Allocation: all founders receive one Founder Share / Membership. All founders working in the enterprise receive Labour Shares / Membership in proportion to their labour. In a Company or Co-operative, founders can contribute risk capital as Investor Shares, or receive a proportion of their income as Investor Shares to make a capital contribution.

c) Characterised by: entrepreneurial group with informal consultation and feedback mechanisms. General Meetings and dialogue between all staff with no discrete governing body.

d) Ends when: it is no longer possible to run the company effectively through a combination of interactive communications and General Meetings. The pressure to move to Phase 2 will being to grow when the number of members exceed 8, particularly when both Labour and User Shares / Memberships have been issued to new members.

e) Shared Prosperity: through qualifying contributions new employees receive Labour Shares. After trading commences, User Shares are issued for qualifying contributions. By default, labour and user shareholders (members) receive 70% of the surplus (35% to each group). The remaining 30% is controlled Investor Shareholders / Account Holders. In a FairShares Co-operative / Company, half the ‘capital gain’ is allocated each year as Investor Shares to the holders of Labour and User Shares (so Labour and User Shareholder eventually acquire Investor Shares even if they cannot afford to buy them directly). This broadens the ownership of Investor Shares and remains ‘fair’ by allocating them to Labour and User Shareholders in proportion to their qualifying contributions.

f) Funded By: founders subscribing capital, grants, debt finance.

Figure 2 – Early Stage Shareholdings / Membership
Phase 2 – Embryonic Democratic Model

In this phase, new employees (and regular suppliers) acquire more Labour and Investor Shares. Users acquire more Investor Shares. More involvement and participation in governance is practised. The enterprise experiments with democratic governance models and practices, but founder-led / manager-led consultations are likely to remain dominant in policy development / strategic management. Separate processes develop as people begin to specialise in governance, management and operations. Social auditing arrangements are put in place.

a) Established by: founders, second generation of employees / producers, first/second generation of user shareholders.
b) Characterised by: development of work teams and embryonic governing bodies for founders, labour and user shareholders, and investors. General Meetings involve new labour and user shareholders.
c) Ends when: financial and growth thresholds are met (typically somewhere between 20 – 50 members, set in Articles of Association).
d) Shared Prosperity: Number of Labour and User Shareholders increase. More Labour and User Shareholders begin to acquire Investor Shares. Opportunities to buy Investor Shares increase. Work begins on institutions to redeem (and trade) Investor Shares amongst members and mutual institutions.
g) Funded By: capital from new and existing members; debt finance.

Figure 3 – Evolution of Shareholdings
Phase 3 – Social Democracy / Co-operative Governance

In this phase, democratic structures are established, ownership and surplus sharing arrangements are formalised, wealth and assets are locked into the community under the philosophy of ‘distributism’. Mutual organisations are created to manage social wealth.

a) Established by: reaching the size threshold set at incorporation in the Articles of Association.

b) Characterised by:

i) elections to governing bodies drawn from the pool of founders, labour, user and investor shareholders (members)

ii) the creation of forums for debate by (and between) Founder, Labour, User and Investor Shareholders

iii) refine administrative systems to allocate Labour Shares to new employees (and producers)

iv) refine administrative systems to allocate User Shares to established customers/services users

v) refine administrative systems to allocate Investor Shares to suppliers, customers and service users with long-term relationships;

vi) define management systems to organise new issues of Investor Shares to raise risk capital;

vii) define how mutual funds / organisations for employee, community and public benefit will operate.

c) Shared Prosperity: through the ongoing issue of Labour and User Shares to new members so that they acquire Investor Shares; through increasing the number of Investor Shares transferred into mutual ownership for employee, community and public benefit.

d) Funded By: issues of Investor Shares, members’ capital contributions, loan finance (if needed).

e) Secured By: mutualisation of investor shareholdings as members leave, retire or become insolvent/bankrupt.

Figure 4 – Finalisation of Institutions
How do Shareholders Access Wealth?

A system for members to recover capital they have invested (both directly and indirectly) and receive a share of any additional value that has accrued as a result of enterprise development combines the co-operative and private sector systems of entrepreneurial reward. Past mutual models have been premised on the assumption that members will not necessarily want to recover their capital. This argument weakens over time as members sustain their efforts to create wealth and sometimes need to realise it to survive personal and family crises.

As labour investments increase, so the concept of ‘fair shares’ becomes more important. The idea that new members should gradually build up their entitlement to a share of rewards is a product of experience in both worker and consumer co-operatives. The idea that residual value (the unallocated wealth created by the efforts of all members past and present) can be distributed to members or passed to / shared with charitable institutions is well established in co-operative economics.

In the last 50 years, the increasing use of employee benefit trusts, charitable trusts and various mutual enterprises to purchase / redeem members’ shares has largely solved the puzzle of how to sustain an entrepreneurial culture in employee-owned and mutual enterprises over long periods of time. Various approaches have been recommended: redemption after a fixed period (5 – 10 years), share purchases upon leaving or retiring, allocations of shares to trusts. For this purpose, 50% of reserves are held as a Redemption Fund to pay for the creation of mutual organisations and transfers of shares. By default, a FairShares Enterprise has 5 years to work on the creation of the mutual institutions that will redeem members’ shareholdings (as this is likely to be the minimum period before transfer rights can be exercised).

David Ellerman makes a powerful case for protecting democracy at work by arguing that a member’s right to vote and share residual assets should not outlive them (i.e. should not be inheritable). To achieve this, the transfer of voting and residual asset rights to a mutual society/company takes place when a member leaves, retires, dies or becomes insolvent. Members who transfer their shares into mutual ownership can become members of the co-operative, company or association to which they are transferred. This enables them to continue exercising their voice in decisions on how their legacy is invested for member, community and public benefit. If an individual member dies or organisational member winds up, their Investor shares are redeemed or transferred. Any proceeds go into their estate.

How Can These Ideas be Applied to Practice?

Application in a Worker Cooperative or Co-owned Company

In a worker cooperative the emphasis is on issuing Labour Shares to those contributing labour (employees and suppliers with open-ended supply contracts), then allocating profits as Investor Shares in proportion to labour shareholdings annually. By default, 35% of surpluses are distributed to Labour shareholders. As Labour Shares are issued at a nominal cost of £1 / €1 / $1, there is no barrier to becoming a labour shareholder. Those contributing more labour receive larger rewards. Many successful co-owned businesses use a similar incentive system whereby share distributions based on annual profitability contribute to an entrepreneurial culture with a highly committed workforce (St Luke’s Advertising Agency and School Trends are oft-cited examples).

No up-front contributions are necessary as the investor shareholdings are generated as a by-product of creating a profitable trading enterprise. However, capital contributions help reduce the cost of capital for investment. Staff can increase their investor shareholdings...
by buying additional shares, or can be required to buy shares upon joining. At School Trends Ltd, for example, staff must buy a shareholding equal to 5% of their starting salary after one year of service (with a cap set at 5% of share capital). At Gripple, staff buy £1000 of shares upon joining (funded by a loan if necessary). In the Mondragon Co-operative Corporation, a person makes a capital contribution equal to two month’s salary, funded by reserves or a bank loan if necessary.

Model rules cater for the creation of a FairShares Labour Association, Worker Co-operative and Employee-Owned Social Enterprise where founders do not define a qualifying contribution for User Shares / Membership.

Application in a User (Consumer) Cooperative

In a user cooperative, the key goal is to benefit the people who trade or use the enterprise’s products/services. It is particularly appropriate for co-operative ventures where there is ‘production for use’ rather than ‘production for market’ (such as tenant-owned/run housing, food co-operatives, and educational projects). User Shares are issued when a user is accepted as a member (usually after trading/using the organisation’s products or services for a fixed period of time). Investor Shares are issued when the enterprise generates profits or when members subscribe capital. Dividends are paid to user shareholders based on the value of products/services they have traded.

In some cases, labour and user shareholders may not be totally distinct groups (for example, members of a housing co-operative, food co-operative, community shop / pub may contribute labour to run them while also buying its goods/services). In these cases, a judgement is needed about the effect of issuing both User and Labour shares.

Model rules cater for the creation of FairShares User Associations, User Co-operatives and User-Owned Social Enterprises for situations where Founders Members do not define a qualifying contribution for Labour Shares / Membership.

Application in a Cooperative Consortium / Marketing Cooperative

In a cooperative consortium, Founder Shares can be issued to individuals or organisations who establish the consortium. Labour Shares can be issued to members in proportion to the amount of labour they supply, User Shares can be issued to members who contract to purchase goods and services, and Investor Shares can be issued to members in proportion to the capital contributions they make. This way, dividends are paid to members for labour, user and capital investments. The collective interests of the founders are protected through the voice reserved for Founder Shares in decision-making and governance.

The workforce can participate by acquiring Labour and Investor Shares in their own right following the mechanisms for allocating Labour Shares decided in General Meeting. By way of example, they might be allocated as follows: 10 shares per FTE equivalent member of staff (this allows for fractional work — 1 share = 0.5 days a week, 2 shares = 1 day a week etc.); one share per 100 hours of (volunteer) labour provided; one share per £10k of labour provided. Any equitable system agreed by members is valid.

The criteria for issuing Labour and User shares is defined by the qualifying contribution set by members in General Meeting. Anyone who makes a qualifying contribution is entitled to apply for membership.
Where Did These Ideas Come From?


Major and Boby’s model rules were promoted to co-operative and private businesses in the period 1999 - 2002. Ridley-Duff developed their ideas through joint work with Peter Beeby and Rick Norris (School Trends Ltd) during his PhD study (see Ridley-Duff, 2010). The idea of combining internal (direct) membership with external collective ownership (including trust-based ownership) is derived from discussion documents at the Employee Share Ownership Center in the US and Employee Ownership Association in the UK. This attempts to re-create in UK / US Company Law arrangements similar to the successful Mondragon Co-operative Corporation (MCC) (see Brown, 2006; Erdal, 2011).

Ridley-Duff’s PhD (2007, 2010) advanced communitarian pluralism and a ‘surplus sharing’ iteration of Major and Boby’s democratic business model. This was checked by a professor of Corporate Law at Sheffield Hallam University in light of the (then) forthcoming Companies Act 2006. The model was revised again in January, October and December 2009 to reflect further changes in UK Company Law. In 2010, clarifications of the way rules can be used to support the development of ‘solidarity co-operatives’ and ‘cooperative consortia’ were made. Minor changes were made in March 2010 following discussions with Connie Thorpe and Morgan Killick (a Business Link social enterprise advisor and award winning social entrepreneur in the Yorkshire and Humber region of the UK). These changes focused on making model rules more attractive to social investors.

Other important influences include the NewCo Model prepared by Bill Barker and Morgan Killick at the Sheffield Community Economic Development Unit, and particularly the developments at ESP Projects Ltd that combined shares with co-operative and private sector characteristics to satisfy different constituencies. The Stakeholder Model prepared by Geof Cox for the Common Cause Foundation, and the Somerset Rules prepared by Somerset Co-operative Services have also influenced teaching and debate amongst post-graduate students of co-operative and social enterprise at Sheffield Business School (see Ridley-Duff, 2012a). Each of these models – developed independently – influenced the FairShares Model by embracing multi-stakeholder democratic principles (see Brown, 2006). They confirm a broad interest across the social economy in the concept of a solidarity enterprise that binds together the interests of different stakeholders to create a social economy (see McDonnell et al., 2012; Atherton et al., 2012; Birchall, 2012).

The final pieces of this puzzle were put in place after discussions about intellectual property and worker alienation at the School for Democratic Socialism (held between September 2011 – May 2012 in Sheffield). This influenced collaborative work between

---

3 After the Yugoslav wars, Yugoslavia divided in the following states: Croatia, Slovenia, Macedonia, Bosnia and Hertsegovina and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia). In 2006, Montenegro separated from Serbia.
Rory Ridley-Duff at Sheffield Business School and Cliff Southcombe at Social Enterprise Europe. At the School for Democratic Socialism, the success of Wikipedia was debated, and a subsequent discussion paper on Creative Commons Licensing was circulated to school participants, the Co-operative Group and Co-operative Party (Ridley-Duff, 2012b). This paper proposed Wikipedia’s approach to Intellectual Property (IP) become the basis of a bond amongst co-operative members. The creators of IP licence it to their enterprise using Creative Commons Licences, but do not transfer ownership. Individuals and groups, therefore, share IP with other workforce members without becoming alienated from the IP they create. If worker members grant exclusive commercial rights to the Association/Co-operative/Social Enterprise they work for (and non-exclusive rights if they leave or work part-time), a fuller expression of co-operative and social enterprise values and principles becomes possible. Importantly, it ends the alienation that occurs when members of the workforce cannot control the ‘fruits of their labour’.

Ridley-Duff and Southcombe (2012) have embedded this ‘socialisation’ perspective in the delivery of Co-operative and Social Enterprise Schools organised by Sheffield Business School, Social Enterprise Yorkshire & Humber, Social Enterprise Europe and Co-operative Business Consultants. In 2013, the FairShares Association started to supply its IP and embed it in the Co-operative and Social Enterprise School.

Co-operative and Social Enterprise Support Ltd has been created to take forward this collaboration and promote the FairShares Model to educational institutions, co-operatives, mutuals, social enterprises, consultants and entrepreneurs.
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